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Abstract—Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is a popular protocol for rout-
ing within an Autonomous System (AS) domain. In order to scale for large
networks containing hundreds and thousands of subnets, OSPF supports a
two-level hierarchical routing scheme through the use of OSPF areas. Sub-
net addresses within an area are aggregated, and this aggregation is a cru-
cial requirement for scaling OSPF to large AS domains, as it results in sig-
nificant reductions in routing table sizes, smaller link-state databases, and
less network traffic to synchronize the router link-state databases. On the
other hand, address aggregation also implies loss of information about the
length of the shortest path to each subnet, which in turn, can lead to subop-
timal routing.

In this paper, we address the important practical problem of configur-
ing OSPF aggregates to minimize the error in OSPF shortest path compu-
tations due to subnet aggregation. We first develop an optimal dynamic
programming algorithm that, given an upper bound

�
on the number of

aggregates to be advertised and a weight-assignment function for the ag-
gregates, computes the

�
aggregates that result in the minimum cumulative

error in the shortest path computations for all source-destination subnet
pairs. Subsequently, we tackle the problem of assigning weights to OSPF
aggregates such that the cumulative error in the computed shortest paths
is minimized. We demonstrate that, while for certain special cases (e.g.,
unweighted cumulative error) efficient optimal algorithms for the weight-
assignment problem can be devised, the general problem itself is ��� -hard.
Consequently, we have to rely on search heuristics to solve the weight-
assignment problem. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
to address the algorithmic issues underlying the configuration of OSPF ag-
gregates and to propose efficient configuration algorithms that are provably
optimal for many practical scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is a widely-used protocol
for routing within an Autonomous System (AS) domain in to-
day’s Internet [1], [2], [3]. To scale for large AS networks, OSPF
implements a two-level hierarchical routing scheme through the
deployment of OSPF areas. Each OSPF area comprises a col-
lection of subnets interconnected by routers. Detailed informa-
tion about links and subnets within an OSPF area is flooded
throughout the elements connected to the area. As a result,
every router knows the exact topology of its enclosing OSPF
area – this includes the subnets and the links connecting routers
within the area. On the other hand, details of an area’s topology
are not advertised beyond the area’s borders and are thus hid-
den from other areas in the same AS. Instead, subnet addresses
within each area are grouped into aggregates and only these ag-
gregates are flooded into the rest of the network (thus making an
area’s subnets reachable from the remainder of the AS network).
This task of advertising aggregate information about subnets in
an area is carried out by Area Border Routers (ABRs), that is,
routers attached to two or more areas.

OSPF areas and address aggregation are crucial in enabling
OSPF to scale for AS domains comprising hundreds or thou-
sands of subnets; specifically, they play an important role in op-
timizing router and network resource consumption, as explained
below.
1. Router Memory. For OSPF areas not directly connected to a
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router in the AS, the router’s routing tables only need to contain
entries corresponding to subnet aggregates rather than individ-
ual subnet addresses. In other words, a router stores individual
subnet addresses in its routing table only for the OSPF areas that
are directly connected to it. This obviously leads to smaller rout-
ing table sizes and, thus, lower memory requirements at routers.
2. Router Processing Cycles. The link-state database main-
tained at each router is much smaller, since it only needs to in-
clude summary information for subnets belonging to OSPF ar-
eas not directly connected to the router. Consequently, the com-
putational cost of the shortest-path calculation decreases sub-
stantially.
3. Network Bandwidth. For subnets within each OSPF area,
only aggregate address information (rather than individual sub-
net addresses) is flooded into the rest of the AS network. As a re-
sult, the volume of OSPF flooding traffic necessary to synchro-
nize the link-state databases of the AS routers is significantly
reduced.

Nevertheless, despite its obvious benefits, OSPF address ag-
gregation involves important practical tradeoffs. This is be-
cause address aggregation typically results in loss of informa-
tion which, in turn, can lead to suboptimal routing paths. To
see this, we need to delve in more depth into how OSPF rout-
ing works in the presence of address aggregation. Briefly, each
ABR attaches a weight to each aggregate that it advertises to the
rest of the network. This weight is critical in determining the
path used by a router external to the area to reach subnets cov-
ered by the aggregate. More specifically, among all the ABRs
advertising the aggregate (with possibly different weights), an
external router chooses the ABR (say � ) that minimizes the sum
of the following two quantities: (1) the length of the shortest
path from the external router to the border router � ; and, (2) the
weight advertised by � for the aggregate. Once such an ABR� is chosen, IP packets from the external router to every subnet
covered by the aggregate are forwarded along the shortest path
from the external router to � and, subsequently, along the short-
est path from � to the subnet. However, for certain subnet(s)
covered by the aggregate, this path may be significantly subop-
timal, since there can be a much shorter path from the external
router to the subnet through a different ABR. This is illustrated
in the following example.

Example 1: Consider the AS network consisting of the four
areas 0.0.0.0, 0.0.0.1, 0.0.0.2, and 0.0.0.3 shown in Figure 1.
(Area 0.0.0.0 corresponds to the AS’s backbone area that in-
terconnects the ABRs of the different OSPF areas in the AS.)
The boxes in the figure are routers, while the filled black thin
rectangles denote subnets. The figure also illustrates the various
subnet addresses and the weight of each link connecting a pair of
routers. ABR ��� belongs to area 0.0.0.1, �
	 to area 0.0.0.2, and��� and �� to area 0.0.0.3. The subnet addresses in area 0.0.0.3
can be aggregated to different degrees. For instance, the aggre-
gate 10.1.0.0/21 covers all the subnets in the area. In contrast,
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Fig. 1. Example of suboptimal routing due to address aggregation.

10.1.4.0/22 covers subnets 10.1.4.0/24, 10.1.5.0/24, 10.1.6.0/24
and 10.1.7.0/24, while 10.1.2.0/23 covers subnets 10.1.2.0/24
and 10.1.3.0/24.

Suppose one of the aggregate addresses advertised by the
ABRs of area 0.0.0.3 is 10.1.4.0/22. Suppose further that each
ABR assigns a weight to the aggregate that equals the dis-
tance of the furthest component subnet in the aggregate from
the router (as suggested, for example, by Moy [3]). Thus, router��� advertises 10.1.4.0/22 with a weight of 1100 (distance of sub-
net 10.1.6.0/24 from � � ), while router �  advertises 10.1.4.0/22
with a weight of 1250 (distance of subnet 10.1.4.0/24 from �  ).
Thus, external router � � belonging to area 0.0.0.1 forwards all
packets to subnets in 10.1.4.0/22 through border router ��� , since
the shortest path to the aggregate through ��� has a length of�������������������������

, while the shortest path through �  has
length

��������������� �!��"#���
. Note, however, that the path from� � to subnets 10.1.6.0/24 and 10.1.7.0/24 passing through router��� has length 1200 and is suboptimal since the shortest path from�$� to both subnets is through border router �  and its length is

only 400. Thus, even in this simple scenario, address aggre-
gation results in an error of

�������&%'"#���(�*)����
in the optimal

route (i.e., shortest path) computation between � � and each of
the subnets 10.1.6.0/24 and 10.1.7.0/24.

Further, note that considering different weight assignments
for the aggregates does not alleviate the problem. The root of
the problem is that a single border router is selected by � � for
reaching all subnets in 10.1.4.0/22. If �$ is chosen instead of �
� ,
then the paths from ��� to subnets 10.1.4.0/24 and 10.1.5.0/24
through �  become much longer (their length is

�����+�,������� ��$"-���
) compared to the shortest paths to the subnets that pass

through �
� (whose length is
�����.�'���/�0�����

). 1
The primary reason for suboptimal paths being selected when

subnets are aggregated is that a single weight is used by each
ABR for all the subnets covered by the aggregate; obviously,
a single weight may be incapable of accurately capturing the
distance of the border router to every covered subnet. This
problem is exacerbated when the aggregated subnets are spread

across the area with some subnets being in close proximity to
distinct border routers in the area. This was precisely the case
in Example 1, where aggregate 10.1.4.0/22 spans two subnets:
10.1.5.0/24 (close to �
� ) and 10.1.6.0/24 (close to �� ), the dis-
tance between which is greater than 1000. The end result is that
the single weight advertised for aggregate 10.1.4.0/22 is not rep-
resentative of the true distance between any border router (either��� or �� ) and the two subnets in 10.1.4.0/22.

One possible way to reduce the error in suboptimal OSPF
routing paths in the presence of aggregation is to avoid aggre-
gating distant subnets that are close to multiple border routers.
Thus, in Example 1, instead of advertising the single aggre-
gate 10.1.4.0/22, one can choose to advertise two aggregates
10.1.4.0/23 (with weights 50 and 1250 at �$� and �� , respec-
tively) and 10.1.6.0/23 (with weights 1100 and 200 at ��� and�� , respectively). This clearly reduces the error in the selected
paths to zero, since the assigned weights capture the ABRs’ dis-
tances to the aggregated subnets exactly. Thus, there is an im-
portant tradeoff between the number of aggregates advertised
(and, consequently, the size of the routing tables) and the error
in the selected shortest paths. This tradeoff is further compli-
cated by the fact that the aggregates advertised by OSPF border
routers do not have to be disjoint – it is entirely possible for
one advertised aggregate to be completely contained in another.
In such a scenario, the longest match property of IP routing
causes the more specific aggregate to take precedence for route
computation to subnets within the aggregate. Also, configuring
the weight assignments used by ABRs for address aggregates
is another important mechanism for controlling the quality of
the OSPF routing paths in the presence of aggregation. In the
following example, we illustrate how, by carefully selecting the
address aggregates as well as the associated weights, all the sub-
nets in area 0.0.0.3 (Figure 1) can be advertised using only two
(overlapping) aggregates while incurring zero error in shortest-
path computations.

Example 2: Consider the AS depicted in Figure 1. One way
to ensure that the error in the selected paths to area 0.0.0.3’s sub-
nets is zero is to have the ABRs advertise the following three ag-
gregates: 10.1.4.0/23, 10.1.2.0/23 and 10.1.6.0/23. The reason
for this is that it is possible to choose weights for each aggregate
at each ABR such that the weight equals the exact distance be-
tween the border router and every subnet covered by the aggre-
gate. For instance, for aggregate 10.1.2.0/23, weights of 1050
and 250 at ABRs � � and �  , respectively, reflect the exact dis-
tances of the border routers to subnets in it.

Achieving zero error with only two aggregates is more chal-
lenging. Note that all the subnets in area 0.0.0.3 can be covered
by the single aggregate 10.1.0.0/21; however, this aggregate by
itself, cannot result in zero error. Another possibility is to con-
sider the two disjoint aggregates 10.1.4.0/22 and 10.1.2.0/23
which cover all the subnets. However, as we saw earlier, since
subnets 10.1.4.0/23 and 10.1.6.0/23 covered by 10.1.4.0/22 are
closer to different routers (and distant from each other), this
cannot result in zero error either. Thus, the key to optimiz-
ing the error is to bundle 10.1.4.0/23 into one aggregate, and
10.1.2.0/23 and 10.1.6.0/23 into the other. It turns out that this
can be achieved by advertising the following two aggregates:
10.1.0.0/21 and 10.1.4.0/23. The longest match characteristic
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of IP routing causes the latter aggregate to be used for routing
to subnets in 10.1.4.0/23 and the former to be used to route to
subnets in 10.1.2.0/23 and 10.1.6.0/23.

One question still remains: what weights should assigned
to each aggregate? While this is straightforward for the ag-
gregate 10.1.4.0/23 (since the two subnets 10.1.4.0/24 and
10.1.5.0/24 covered by it are at the same distance from any
given border router), it is somewhat less obvious for the aggre-
gate 10.1.0.0/21. Simply setting the weight equal to the dis-
tance of the ABR to the most distant covered subnet (see, e.g.,
[3]) may not result in the least error. To see this, suppose ���
and �� advertise 10.1.0.0/21 with weights 1100 and 1250, re-
spectively (i.e., the maximum distance to a subnet contained
in the aggregate). This causes ��� to select � � for subnets in
10.1.0.0/21, and the resulting cumulative error in the selected
paths from � � to all subnets in area 0.0.0.3 is

�.2435������%6������78��&293:�������9%;"-���#7<���&293:��������%;"����#79�>=������
. On the other

hand, a lower cumulative error can be achieved if � � and � 
advertise 10.1.0.0/21 with weights 730 and 570, respectively
(i.e., the average distance to the subnets contained in the ag-
gregate). In this case, � � selects border router �� to access
subnets in 10.1.0.0/21, resulting in a lower cumulative error of��2?35��"#���@%A������7B�+�#2C3D"#���@%."#����7B�+�#2C3E"#���?%."�����7F����G����

(assum-
ing again that only 10.1.0.0/21 is advertised for area 0.0.0.3).

Further, configuring border routers � � and �  to advertise ag-
gregates 10.1.0.0/21 and 10.1.4.0/23, ��� with weights 730 and
50, and �� with weights 570 and 1250, causes the cumulative
error for � � to reduce to zero. This is because � � selects ABR ���
for subnets in 10.1.4.0/23 and ABR �  for the remaining subnets
(that is, subnets in 10.1.0.0/21 but not contained in 10.1.4.0/23).
Thus, the selected paths after aggregation are indeed the shortest
paths from � � to the subnets in area 0.0.0.3. 1
A. Our Contributions

In this paper, we address the important practical problem of
configuring OSPF aggregates to minimize the error in OSPF
shortest path computations due to address aggregation. From
our discussion above, we can see that OSPF aggregate config-
uration involves two key subproblems: (1) selecting the aggre-
gates to advertise at each ABR, and (2) assigning weights to
each advertised aggregate at each ABR. We address each of
these two problems separately. We first develop an optimal dy-
namic programming algorithm that, given an upper bound H on
the number of aggregates to be advertised by the ABRs and a
weight-assignment function for the aggregates, computes the H
aggregates that result in the minimum cumulative error in the
OSPF shortest path computations for all source-destination sub-
net pairs. This problem is obviously relevant when there is a
limit on the number of aggregates that can be advertised within
an AS in order to bound the routing table sizes, number of en-
tries in the link-state database, or the amount of network traffic
due to OSPF advertisements. The objective then is to choose theH aggregates to advertise such that the selected paths are as close
to the shortest paths as possible (where “closeness” is measured
in terms of the total over all source-destination subnet pairs in
the AS). Furthermore, our proposed algorithm can be easily ex-
tended to optimally solve the dual OSPF configuration problem,
where the goal is to compute the minimum number of aggre-

gates so that the cumulative error in selected paths is less than a
certain user-specified threshold.

We then address our second subproblem of selecting weights
for OSPF aggregates at each ABR such that the deviation of se-
lected paths from the shortest paths is minimized. More specifi-
cally, we attack the following problem: Given an address aggre-
gate I , determine an assignment of weights to I at each ABR in
its area such that the cumulative error in the selected paths be-
tween source-destination subnet pairs is minimized. We demon-
strate that, while for certain restricted (but interesting) cases the
above problem can be solved in polynomial time, the general
problem itself is J;K -hard. Consequently, we have to rely on
search heuristics to solve the weight-assignment problem. We
also propose a randomized search strategy for the general case
of weighted cumulative error.

Combining our algorithmic results for the two subproblems
provides us with an effective, integrated solution for configuring
(in many cases, optimally) OSPF aggregates in an AS domain.
The idea is to first apply our weight-assignment algorithms to
determine “good” weights for all candidate aggregates at each
ABR, and then employ our dynamic programming algorithm to
select the optimal subset of aggregates to advertise (given these
weight assignments). To the best of our knowledge, our work
is the first to address the algorithmic issues underlying the con-
figuration of OSPF aggregates and to propose efficient config-
uration algorithms that are provably optimal for many practical
scenarios.

Note that we solve the aggregate-selection and weight-
assignment subproblems separately. Although they could be
combined into a single problem, we believe that this joint prob-
lem is intractable. The only solution we know of is exponen-
tial and, thus, impractical. Further, our algorithms can work
online: emergence of spurious subnets (through external adver-
tisements), link failures, and topology changes would trigger the
computation of changes to the optimal set of advertised aggre-
gates/weights; also, this computation can be carried out incre-
mentally and efficiently.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model and Notation

We model the network as an undirected graph. Nodes in the
graph correspond to either routers or subnets. Edges in the graph
connect routers with other routers or subnets. A link exists be-
tween two routers if the two routers can directly exchange IP
packets without going through an intermediate router (that is,
the two routers are either connected to the same subnet or are
connected by a point-to-point link). A link exists between a sub-
net and a router if the subnet is connected to the router. Each link
has an associated weight, which is the OSPF weight assigned
to the link (that is, the interface to which the link is connected
to). For simplicity, we assume that the link is assigned the same
weight at both ends – our algorithms, however, are applicable
even if link weights are not symmetric. Table I describes the
notation employed in the paper.

The set of subnets L in the network are partitioned into dis-
joint areas. The set of areas is denoted by M and the set of
subnets in area N�O9PQM is denoted by RFO . A router is said to
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Symbol DescriptionS
TDU Source, destination subnetsV
Set of OSPF areasWYX
Generic term for OSPF areaZ
Set of all subnets in autonomous system domain[ X
Set of subnets in area

WYX\
Set of all ABRs]YX
Set of ABRs for area

WYX^ T`_ Generic letters for an ABRa
Set of aggregates eligible for advertisingb X
Set of aggregates eligible for advertising in

WcXd-TDe Generic advertised address aggregatesf Thg Generic sets of advertised address aggregatesi4j S�ThUDk Degree of importance of the source-destination
subnet pair

j S�T`UDkl/m
Weight assignment function for aggregates in

fn SDo j S
TDUDk Length of shortest path between subnets S and Un Sho j S
TEUpT f T l m k Length of shortest path between subnets S and U
when aggregates in

f
are advertised with

weights in
l m

TABLE I
NOTATION USED IN THE PAPER.

be attached to area N+O if it is directly connected to a subnet inR8O . A router that is attached to two or more areas is called an
area border router (ABR). We denote by q O the set of ABRs
attached to area N O . In addition to area N O (and possibly other
areas), every ABR in q+O is also attached to a special backbone
area. The backbone area serves to connect the subnets in the
various other areas. We denote by r`sBt 3 s�uBv 7 the length of the
shortest path between s and v , where s and v can be subnets or
routers within the AS. Note that, if s and v belong to the same
area N�O , then the shortest path between s and v is defined to be
over links in area N O . If, instead, s and v belong to distinct areas
(say, N O and Nxw respectively), then the shortest path between s
and v involves two ABRs � Pyq+O and z�Pyq w , and consists of
three path segments: the first is the shortest path between s and� involving links in N O , the second is the shortest path between �
and z over links in the backbone area and the final segment is the
shortest path between z and v all of whose links belong to areaN w . Note that r`s:t can be defined in a similar fashion if either of
the subnets s and v above are replaced by routers.

In OSPF, information relating to links and subnets in an area
are flooded throughout the area. Consequently, routers attached
to area N�O have detailed knowledge of N+O ’s topology. As a re-
sult, IP packets originating in any subnet s belonging to areaN O destined to a subnet v in the same area are forwarded along
the shortest path between s and v . However, in order to ensure
smaller routing table sizes and reduce network traffic overhead,
detailed information about individual subnets within an area are
typically not be advertised beyond the area’s borders. Instead,
area N�O ’s ABRs will typically be configured to advertise a set
of aggregates { that cover subnets in R|O and a separate weight
for each aggregate in { . We denote by }�~ 3 IYu�� 7 , the weight
assigned to an aggregate I�P�{ by ABR �+P(q O . Each ABR inq�O floods in the entire backbone area, every aggregate IQP�{
along with the weight assigned to I by it – this causes ABRs
belonging to every other area to receive I . An ABR z(P,q4w ,
in turn, floods I into area N�w with an adjusted weight equal to�������:���8��� rhsBt 3 ��u�z 7|� } ~ 3 I|u�� 7�� . Thus, a subnet s in R w , in or-

der to reach aggregate I that covers subnets in R O selects a path
passing through ABR ��P�q+O for which r`s:t 3 s�u�� 7�� } ~ 3 I|u�� 7 is
minimum.

Due to the longest match property of IP routing, the most
specific aggregate covering a subnet determines the path to the
subnet. We say that an aggregate I is more specific than an ag-
gregate � if I is contained in � , which we denote by I�P�� .
Thus, for a subnet v in R|O , if I is the most specific aggregate
in { that covers v , then a subnet s in R w in order to reachv , selects the path comprising of the shortest path from s to� and then from � to v , where ��P�q O is the ABR for whichrhsBt 3 s�u�� 7x� } ~ 3 I|u�� 7 is minimum. We denote the length of
this selected path from s to v for the set of advertised aggre-
gates { and weight assignment }�~ by r`s:t 3 s�u:v�uB{(u�}�~ 7 . Thus,rhsBt 3 s�u:v�uB{(u�}�~ 7�� rhsBt 3 s�u�� 7�� rhsBt 3 ��u:v 7 , and the error in the se-
lected path is simply r`sBt 3 s�uBv�u:{(u�}�~ 7?% r`sBt 3 s�uBv 7 . When s and v
belong to the same area, we define r`s:t 3 s�u:v�uB{(u�} ~ 7 to be equal
to rhsBt 3 s�uBv 7 . Note that r`sBt 3 s�uBv�u:{(u�}�~ 7��,� if { does not con-
tain an aggregate that covers v (the implication here is that v is
unreachable from s ).
B. Problem Statement

We address the problem of computing the set of aggregates{ advertised across all the areas in an AS and the weight as-
signment function } ~ such that the error in the selected paths
is minimized. Clearly, we need to impose certain restrictions on{ and }�~ in order to ensure the reachability of remote sub-
nets in a different area. First, we require that { be complete,
that is, every subnet in L be covered by some aggregate in { .
The next two restrictions serve to ensure that an ABR cannot
advertise an aggregate covering a subnet in R O unless it belongs
to q O . We say that an aggregate I is eligible if all the subnets
in L covered by it belong to a single area. Thus, in the network
of Figure 1, aggregate 10.1.0.0/21 is eligible since it only covers
subnets in Area 0.0.0.3; however, aggregate 10.1.0.0/20 is not
since it covers subnets 10.1.8.0/24 and 10.1.4.0/24 that belong
to different areas. Let � denote the set of all eligible aggregates
such that every aggregate in � covers at least one subnet in L .
Note that L,��� . Further, let � O �y� denote the set of eligible
aggregates that cover subnets in R O . We require that the set of
advertised aggregates {��Q� . We also require that only ABRs
in q�O advertise aggregates in ��O . One way to model this is by
requiring that }�~ 3 I|u�� 7���� if I�P�� O and �/�P�q O .

We are now in a position to state the two basic problems tack-
led in the remainder of this paper.
1. Aggregate Selection Problem: Given a H and a weight as-
signment function }�� , compute a complete set { �'� contain-
ing at most H aggregates such that ¡�¢�£ ¤ ��¥ 3 rhsBt 3 s�u:v�u:{�u�} � 7¦%rhsBt 3 s�u:v 7B7 is minimum.
2. Weight Selection Problem: For an aggregate I P��O , compute a weight assignment function }¨§:©«ª such that¡,¢�£ ¤ ��¥ £ ¤ � © 3 r`sBt 3 s�uBv�u � I � u�}�§B©«ª 7¬% rhsBt 3 s�u:v 7:7 is minimum.

The rationale for our objective function which aims to min-
imize the cumulative routing-path lengths is as follows. A
link’s weight typically is a measure of its desirability for rout-
ing (Cisco recommends setting weights inversely proportional
to link capacities). Thus, paths with small weights are more de-
sirable, and our problem formulation minimizes the sum of all
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routing-path weights.
Note that, in both problem statements above every source-

destination subnet pair is assigned the same degree of impor-
tance. In other words, in the final error, the error in the selected
path between every subnet pair is treated equally, that is, given
an equal degree of importance. However, this is somewhat re-
strictive since minimizing the error in the selected paths for cer-
tain source-destination subnets may be more important. This
may happen, for instance, for subnet pairs between which there
is a disproportionately high volume of traffic, or subnet pairs
carrying high-priority or delay-sensitive traffic like voice. Thus,
we can consider a degree of importance function  which for a
pair of subnets s�u:v returns a real value  3 s�u:v 7 that reflects the
importance of minimizing the error in the selected path between
subnets s and v . Note that  3 s�uBv 7 can be any arbitrary function
of the volume/priority of traffic flowing between subnets s andv . Subnet pairs for whom the error in the selected path does not
matter (either due to very low traffic volume or due to low pri-
ority data traffic) can be assigned low values for  3 s�u:v 7 or even
zero. The generalized aggregate and weight selection problems
incorporating the degrees of importance are then as follows.
1. Generalized Aggregate Selection Problem: Given a H and
a weight assignment function } � , compute a complete set { �� containing at most H aggregates such that ¡ ¢�£ ¤ ��¥  3 s�u:v 7�23 r`sBt 3 s�uBv�u:{(u�}�� 7¬% r`sBt 3 s�uBv 7:7 is minimum.
2. Generalized Weight Selection Problem: For an aggregateI®P�� O , compute a weight assignment function }�§B©«ª such that¡ ¢�£ ¤ ��¥ £ ¤ � ©  3 s�uBv 7|2+3 r`sBt 3 s�uBv�u � I � u�}�§B©«ª 7¬% rhsBt 3 s�u:v 7B7 is mini-
mum.

In the all problems outlined above, our goal is to minimize the
(weighted) cumulative error across all source-destination subnet
pairs. An alternative statement of the OSPF configuration prob-
lem aims to minimize the maximum error across all the source-
destination subnets. Due to space constraints, however, we do
not address this problem in the paper. Instead, we refer the inter-
ested reader to [4], where we present solutions to the maximum
error minimization problem.

III. GENERALIZED AGGREGATE SELECTION PROBLEM

In this section, we present a dynamic programming algorithm
for the generalized aggregate selection problem. Our algorithm
exploits the fact that the containment structure of aggregates in� is a set of trees (termed aggregate trees). We define the no-
tion of error for each aggregate tree when certain aggregates in
it are selected, and demonstrate that the cumulative error in the
shortest-path computation when a subset { of aggregates is ad-
vertised is equal to the sum of the corresponding aggregate-tree
errors when { is selected. We present our dynamic program-
ming algorithm for selecting H aggregates in a single aggregate
tree that minimize the tree’s error in Section III-B. Section III-
C then presents the algorithm for combining the results for the
collection of aggregate trees to derive the final H aggregates that
yield the minimum overall error.

A. Aggregate Trees

The containment relationship among the eligible aggregates
in � naturally form a set of trees. For aggregates IYu:��P�� , an
edge from I to � exists if I covers � and every other aggregate
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Fig. 2. Aggregate tree for eligible aggregates covering subnets in area 0.0.0.3.

¯ P�� that covers � also covers I . Figure 2 illustrates the aggre-
gate tree for the eligible aggregates that cover subnets in Area
0.0.0.3 (from Figure 1). Observe that since � contains aggre-
gates 10.1.4.0/22, 10.1.6.0/23 and 10.1.7.0/24, there is an edge
from 10.1.6.0/23 to 10.1.7.0/24; however, there is no edge from
10.1.4.0/22 to 10.1.7.0/24 in the tree. Also, the internal nodes
in the aggregate tree have either one or two children, but no
more than two children. For instance, in Figure 2, 10.1.0.0/22
has only one child since 10.1.0.0/23 does belong to � (subnet
10.1.1.0/24 does not exist in the network). Note that each leaf
of an aggregate tree is a subnet in L . Further, the root ° 3D±47 of
tree

±
is basically an aggregate that is not covered by any other

eligible aggregate.
We next define the error of a tree

±
when a set of aggregates

in it have been selected. Suppose I is an aggregate in the tree±
, � is the most specific selected aggregate covering I in the

tree, and { is the set of selected aggregates. Then the error² 3 I|u:��uB{(u�} � 7 of the subtree rooted at I is recursively defined
as follows:

² �
³´´´´´´´´´´µ ´´´´´´´´´´¶

¡¸· © £ ¹�º ��» ² 3E¼ u:��uB{(u�}�� 7
if I has children, and I¨�P�{¡ · © £ ¹�º ��» ² 3E¼ u:IYu:{(u�} � 7
if I has children, and I�P�{¡,¢ ��¥  3 s�uBI 7|2�3 rhsBt 3 s�uBI|u � � � u�}�� 7½% r`s:t 3 s�u:I 7:7
if I is a leaf and I��P�{¡ ¢ ��¥  3 s�uBI 7|2�3 rhsBt 3 s�uBI|u � I � u�} � 7¬% rhsBt 3 s�u:I 7:7
if I is a leaf and I(P�{

The error for an entire tree
±

with the set of selected aggre-
gates { is then simply

² 3 ° 3E±47 uB¾�u:{�u�} � 7 ( ¾ denotes the empty
aggregate that does not cover any other aggregate). Note that
each recursive invocation of

²
on I ’s children propagates I as

the most specific selected aggregate if I,P,{ . Consequently,
whenever

²
is invoked for the subtree rooted at an aggregateI , � is always the most specific selected aggregate covering I .

As a result, the error of a tree is simply the sum of the errors
of all the leaf subnets in it, where the error of a subnet v is¡ ¢ ��¥  3 s�u:v 7|2�3 rhsBt 3 s�u:v�u � � � u�} � 7¬% rhsBt 3 s�u:v 7B7 , where � is the
most specific aggregate in { that covers v . Thus, since every
subnet in L is contained in one of the trees, the sum of errors
of all the trees is essentially the cumulative error in the selected
paths, which is the metric we are interested in minimizing.

Thus, we have reduced the aggregate selection problem to the
problem of computing a set { containing at most H aggregates
such that the sum of the errors of all the trees is minimum. We
break this into two subproblems which we address in the follow-
ing two subsections. First, we present our dynamic program-
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ming algorithm to compute the optimal subset of aggregates for
a single aggregate tree. Then, we show how to select a combi-
nation of aggregates from different trees (i.e., OSPF areas) that
minimize the overall error for the entire collection of aggregate
trees.

B. Computing Optimal Aggregates for a Single Tree

We begin by presenting below, a set of recursive equations for
computing a tight lower bound on the error of a tree assuming
that at most H arbitrary aggregates in the tree can be selected.
The equations form the basis of our dynamic programming al-
gorithm and can be used to compute the H best aggregates to
select in order to minimize the error of the tree. Suppose that I
is an aggregate in the tree

±
and � is the most specific aggregate

in the tree covering I that has already been selected. Then, the
minimum error ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3 IYu:��u�H8u�}�� 7 of the subtree rooted at I if
we are allowed to choose at most H aggregates in the subtree, is
as follows.Â if H ��� : ¿�ÀpÁ ² � ² 3 I|uB��u�ÃCu�} � 7Â if H�Ä � and I has a single child

¼
:¿�ÀpÁ ² � �9�Å�8� ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3D¼ uB��u�H�u�} � 7 u:¿�À`Á ² 3E¼ u:I|u�H %'� u�} � 7��Â if H�Ä � and I has children

¼ uBÆ : ¿�ÀpÁ ² is the minimum of
– �����@Ç$È O È8É#� ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3E¼ u:��u:À�u�}�� 7Y� ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3 Æ�u:��u�H % À�u�}�� 7��
– �����@Ç$È O È8É�Ê � � ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3E¼ u:IYu:À�u�}�� 79� ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3 Æ�u:IYu�H %>��%À�u�} � 7��Â if H�Ä � and I is a leaf: ¿�ÀpÁ ² � ² 3 I|uB��u � I � u�} � 7
The intuition underlying the above set of equations is that ifH ��� , then since no aggregates in the subtree can be selected,

the minimum error is simply the error of the subtree when no
aggregates in it are chosen. In case H¨Ä � and I has children,
and if { is the set of aggregates in the subtree rooted at I that
if selected result in the minimum error, then the following hold
for { : (1) either I(P�{ or I��P�{ , and (2) of the remaining ag-
gregates in { , À are in the subtree rooted at its left child and the
remaining H % À or H % À %6� aggregates (depending on whetherI;P¨{ ) are in the subtree rooted at its right child. Thus, since
the error of the subtree with I as root is simply the sum of the
errors of its left and right subtrees, we can compute the mini-
mum error for (the subtree rooted at) I by first computing the
minimum error of its left and right subtrees for

��Ë À Ë H se-
lected aggregates and for the cases when I is either selected or
not selected, and then choosing the combination with the small-
est error. Finally, if H'Ä � and I is a leaf, then there are only
two possible alternatives for selecting aggregates in I ’s subtree:
either to select I or not to select I . The minimum error for these
two cases then yields the desired minimum error. In the follow-
ing, we formally prove that ¿�À`Á ² is indeed the minimum error
of the subtree rooted at I if at most H aggregates can be selected
in it.

Theorem 1: ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3 I|uB��u�H�u�}�� 7 is equal to the minimum of² 3 I|u:��uB{(u�} � 7 , where { is any arbitrary set containing at mostH aggregates in the subtree rooted at I .
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of aggregates in
the subtree rooted at I .
Basis: Suppose that there is only one aggregate in the subtree
rooted at I , that is, I is a leaf. In case H ��� , then the minimum
error of the subtree is simply

² 3 I|uB��u�ÃCu�}�� 7 since none of the

aggregates in the subtree can be selected. On the other hand, ifH�Ä � , then the two possibilities are that either I�P�{ or I®�P�{
and the minimum error is the minimum of the error for these
two cases.
Induction Step: Suppose that { is the set containing at mostH aggregates in the subtree rooted at I that minimizes the er-
ror of the subtree. We show that ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3 I|u:��u�H�u�}�� 7 is equal
to
² 3 I|u:��uB{(u�} � 7 for one case (other cases can be handled in

a similar fashion). The case we consider is when I,P,{ and
has two children

¼
and Æ with Ì and Í denoting the aggregates

selected in the subtrees rooted at
¼

and Æ , respectively. Note that
if Î ÌÏÎ � À , then Î Í�Î Ë H % À %y� . From the definition of error,² 3 I|u:��uB{(u�} � 7�� ² 3D¼ uBI|u�Ì.u�} � 7Ð� ² 3 ÆÑuBI|u�Í�u�} � 7 . Thus,
since { minimizes the error of the subtree rooted at I , Ì and Í
must be the sets containing at most À and H % À %y� aggregates,
respectively, and that minimizes the error of subtrees rooted
at Ì and Í , respectively. Due to the induction hypothesis,¿�À`Á ² 3E¼ u:I|uBÀ�u�} � 7<� ² 3E¼ u:IYu�ÌÐu�} � 7 and ¿�À`Á ² 3 Æ�u:I|u�H % À %� u�}�� 74� ² 3 ÆÑuBI|u�Í�u�}�� 7 . Thus, since ¿�À`Á ² 3 I|uB��u�H�u�}�� 7AË¿�À`Á ² 3E¼ u:I|uBÀ�u�}�� 7Ñ� ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3 Æ�u:IYu�H % À %�� u�}�� 7 , we can con-
clude that ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3 I|uB��u�H�u�} � 7�Ë ² 3 I|u:��uB{(u�} � 7 . Note that¿�À`Á ² 3 I|uB��u�H�u�} � 7 cannot be less than

² 3 I|u:��uB{(u�} � 7 since
this would lead to a contradiction since { would not minimize
the error of the subtree rooted at I . 1

From Theorem 1, it follows that ¿�ÀpÁ ² 3 ° 3D±47 u�¾�u�H�u�} � 7 re-
turns the minimum possible error for a tree

±
when at most H

aggregates in the tree can be selected. Procedure COMPUTEM-
INE in Figure 3 uses dynamic programming to compute theH aggregates that result in the minimum possible error for the
subtree rooted at I and � is the most specific aggregate cov-
ering I that has already been selected. The procedure is in-
voked with arguments that include the root aggregate of the tree° 3E±47 , ¾ and H . The key ideas are similar to those described ear-
lier for the computation of ¿�À`Á ² , the minimum error for the
tree. For instance, if an aggregate I has children, then proce-
dure COMPUTEMINE( I , � , r ) recursively invokes itself for each
of its children for the cases when I is selected and when I is not
selected. Furthermore, in the case that I has two children, the
procedure is invoked for each child for all the possibilities for
the number of aggregates in each child subtree.

The only difference is that in addition to the minimum error,
the procedure also computes the aggregates that are responsible
for minimizing the tree error. Thus, every invocation of pro-
cedure COMPUTEMINE, in addition to returning the minimum
error for the subtree rooted at I , also returns the set of aggre-
gates in the subtree that cause the error to be minimum. This
set is derived by taking the union of the optimal aggregates for
the subtrees rooted at its children, and adding � I � to it if se-
lecting I is required for minimizing the error (Steps 11, 20, and
35). Note also that in order to improve computational efficiency,
the optimal aggregates and the minimum error for the subtree
rooted at I with � as the most specific aggregate and at most r
selected aggregates are stored in sT[ I , � , r ].A and sT[ I , � , r ].E,
respectively. The first invocation of COMPUTEMINE( I , � , r )
causes the body of the procedure to be executed, but subsequent
invocations simply return the previously computed and stored
values.
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procedure COMPUTEMINE( d , e , n )
1. if sT[ d , e , n ].C Ò true
2. return [sT[ d , e , n ].E, sT[ d , e , n ].A]
3. minE := minE1 := minE2 := Ó
4. if d is a leaf

�
5. minE1Ô Ò ¡QÕ:Ö�× i4j S�T`d�k�Ø j n Sho j S
TDd-T � e � T l&Ù k?Ú n Sho j S
TDd�khk
6. if

n�Û
0

7. minE2Ô Ò ¡yÕBÖ�× i4j S
Thd�k5Ø j n SDo j S
TDd-T � d � T l&Ù k�Ú n SDo j S
TEd�kDk
8. if minE1 Ü minE2
9. [sT[ d , e , n ].E, sT[ d , e , n ].A] := [minE1, Ý ]
10. else
11. [sT[ d , e , n ].E, sT[ d , e , n ].A] := [minE2,

� d � ]
12. �
13. if d has a single child Þ �
14. [minE1, A1] := COMPUTEMINE( Þ , e , n )
15. if

n�Û
0

16. [minE2, A2] := COMPUTEMINE( Þ , d , n ÚÏß )
17. if minE1 Ü minE2
18. [sT[ d , e , n ].E, sT[ d , e , n ].A] := [minE1, A1]
19. else
20. [sT[ d , e , n ].E, sT[ d , e , n ].A] := [minE2, A2 à � d � ]
21. �
22. if d has children Þ and á �
23. for â@Ô Ò�ã to

n �
24. [minE1, A1] := COMPUTEMINE( Þ , e , â )
25. [minE2, A2] := COMPUTEMINE( á , e , n Ú â )
26. if minE1 + minE2 ä minE
27. minE := minE1 + minE2
28. A := A1 à A2
29. �
30. for â@Ô Ò�ã to

n ÚÏß �
31. [minE1, A1] := COMPUTEMINE( Þ , d , â )
32. [minE2, A2] := COMPUTEMINE( á , d , n Ú â Úåß )
33. if minE1 + minE2 ä minE
34. minE := minE1 + minE2
35. A := A1 à A2 à � d �
36. �
37. [sT[ d , e , n ].E, sT[ d , e , n ].A] := [minE, A]
38. �
39. sT[ d , e , n ].C := true
40. return [sT[ d , e , n ].E, sT[ d , e , n ].A]

Fig. 3. Dynamic programming algorithm for computing the aggregates that
minimize tree error.

C. Combining the Aggregates for Set of Trees

Suppose there are ¿ aggregate trees
± � u ± 	 u$æ�æ$æ$u ±8ç . Further,

let
± O:è é�ê .[E, A] denote the minimum error and the set of at mosté aggregates in

± O responsible for minimizing
± O ’s error. Then,{ÏO è é�ê .[E, A], the minimum error for the set of trees

± �«u$æ$æ�æ
u ± O
and the é aggregates that minimize their cumulative error can be
computed using the result of the following theorem.

Theorem 2: For the set of trees
± � u$æ�æ$æ
u ±8ç ,

{ÏO è é�ê æ E �&ë ± O è é�ê æ E if À �¸����Å� Ç$È�ìíÈ w � { O Ê �«è r ê æ E �¨± OBè é % r ê æ E � otherwise
Proof: The proof is by induction on À .
Basis: When À �*� , the statement of the theorem clearly holds
since { ��è é�ê æ E �y± ��è é�ê æ E.
Induction Step: Suppose for the trees

± ��u�æ$æ�æ$u ± O , the cumulative
error is minimum for é aggregates when r aggregates are se-
lected from

± � u$æ�æ$æ$u ± O Ê � and the remaining é % r aggregates are
selected from

± O . Note that { OBè é�ê .E Ë { O Ê ��è r ê æ E �¨± OBè é % r ê æ E.
Thus, since due to the induction hypothesis, {�O Ê � è r ê .E is equal
to the minimum error for the first À %�� trees when r aggregates
are selected from them, it follows that { OBè é�ê .E is less than or
equal to the minimum error for the first À trees when é aggre-
gates are selected. In fact, since {åO è é�ê .E is set to the minimum

procedure COMBINEMINE()
1. for âCÒ ß to î
2. for ï�Ò�ã to

� �
3. ð X [ï ].[E, A] Ô Ò COMPUTEMINE(r( ð X ), ñ , ï )
4.

fÐX
[ï ].[E, A] Ô Ò [ Ó , Ý ]

5. �
6. for ï�Ò�ã to

�
7.

f4ò
[ï ].[E, A] Ô Ò9ð ò [ï ].[E, A]

8. for âCÒ�ó to î
9. for ï�Ò�ã to

�
10. for

n Ò�ã to ï
11. if (

fÐXíô ò
[
n
].E + ð X [ï Ú n ].E ä fÐX [ï ].E)

�
12.

fÐX
[ï ].E =

fÐXíô ò
[
n
].E + ð X [ï Ú n ].E

13.
fÐX

[ï ].A =
fÐXíô ò

[
n
].A à�ð X [ï Ú n ].A

14. �
Fig. 4. Combining aggregates for a set of aggregate trees.

of { O Ê ��è r ê æ E ��± OBè é % r ê æ E for
��Ë r Ë é , due to the induction

hypothesis, it must be equal to the minimum error for the first À
trees when é aggregates are selected. 1

Procedure COMBINEMINE in Figure 4 computes in{ ç è H ê .[E, A] the minimum cumulative error and the H aggre-
gates that minimize the error for the trees

± �«u$æ$æ�æ$u ± ç . After
computing the error and aggregates for each individual tree in
Steps 1–5, in each iteration of Steps 8–14, the { O�è é�ê s are com-
puted for increasing values of À based on the individual tree
errors and the {ÏO Ê � è é�ê s computed in the previous iteration (as
stated in Theorem 2). For each { O:è é�ê , the aggregates are com-
puted by taking the union of the aggregates for the { O ÊÑì è r ê and± O:è é % r ê that result in the minimum error for { O�è é�ê .
D. Time and Space Complexity

Suppose that õ is the maximum depth of an aggregate tree,
the number of aggregates in � is ö and the number of subnets
in L is Á . Note that for 32-bit IP addresses, õ Ë÷=#� . Then
the time complexity of the procedure COMPUTEMINE can be
shown to be ø 3 Á � � ö(õ#H 	 7 . The reason for this is that rhsBt 3 s�u:v 7 ,
the shortest path between subnets s and v needs to be computed
for all subnet pairs. The time complexity of this step is ø 3 Á � 7 .
Also, for each subnet I and every aggregate � covering it, one
can precompute and store ¡�¢ ��¥  3 s�uBI 7�2Ñ3 r`s:t 3 s�u:IYu � � � u�}�� 7�%rhsBt 3 s�u:I 7:7 , thus enabling this information to be accessed in con-
stant time. Further, the body of COMPUTEMINE is executed at
most once for each combination of I , � and r . For a specific I ,
there are at most õ#H different possibilities for � and r for which
the body of the procedure is executed. This is because � has
to be an ancestor of I in the tree and r Ë H . Each execution
of the body of COMPUTEMINE makes at most

� r ��� recursive
calls, and thus, since there are ö possible aggregates, the total
number of times COMPUTEMINE is invoked is ø 3 ö(õ-H 	 7 . As
a result, the time complexity of procedure COMPUTEMINE isø 3 Á � � ö(õ-H 	 7 . Further, the space complexity of the procedure
is ø 3 Á 	 � ö(õ-H 7 , ø 3 Á 	 7 to store the shortest path and error infor-
mation for subnets, and ø 3 ö�õ#H 7 to store the error and aggregate
values for each of the ö(õ-H possible combinations of values forI , � and r .

It is fairly straightforward to observe that the three for
loops spanning Steps 8–14 of procedure COMBINEMINE exe-
cute ø 3 ¿�H 	 7 steps. Thus, the overall time complexity of the
procedure is is ø 3 Á � � ö(õ-H 	 � ¿�H 	 7 , where the first two
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terms are the time complexity of computing the aggregates that
minimize the error for the ¿ trees. Note that even though
COMBINEMINE makes independent successive invocations to
COMPUTEMINE( ° 3E± O 7 , ¾ , é ) for é �ù� u$æ$æ�æ
u�H , the results com-
puted in subTree during an invocation are shared between the
invocations. The space complexity of procedure COMBINEM-
INE is simply ø 3 ¿�H 7 to store the {åO and

± O arrays.

IV. WEIGHT SELECTION PROBLEM

In the previous section, for a given weight assignment func-
tion }�� , we proposed algorithms for computing the optimal set
of aggregates { for which the error in the selected paths is min-
imized. However, the final error and set of optimal aggregates{ are very sensitive to the weight that a border router advertises
for each aggregate. Thus, the weight assignment problem is im-
portant for ensuring that selected paths are of high quality, and
is the subject of this section.

Recall that the weight assignment problem is to compute a
weight assignment function }�§:©«ª for a single aggregate I(P�� O
such that the error in the selected paths from all subnets to des-
tination subnets covered by I is minimized. The weight assign-
ment function }�§:©«ª assigns a weight to I at each ABR �4P(q O .
Note that we are interested in computing the optimal weights
for I under the assumption that no other aggregates covering
subnets in I are concurrently being advertised. Also, since the
aggregate I for whom we wish to compute weights is fixed, we
drop the subscript � I � for } – thus we will use } 3 � 7 to denote
the weight assigned to I by ABR �xP�q+O .

Intuitively, since } 3 � 7 is supposed to represent the dis-
tance between � and subnets covered by I , two possible logical
choices for } 3 � 7 are the following:
1. ��ú�û ¤ � © � r`sBt 3 �«u:v 7�� .
2. �ü © ü ¡ ¤ � © rhsBt 3 ��u:v 7 .
The first choice, recommended in [3], is simply the maximum
distance of a subnet in aggregate I from the border router � ,
while the latter is the average distance of subnets in I from � .
Note that since both choices are oblivious of the source subnets
(not covered by I ) and the error to be minimized, as illustrated
in the examples below, for most cases, neither choice optimizes
our objective error function. In the following example, we show
that choosing } 3 � 7 to be ��ú�û ¤ � © � r`s:t 3 ��uBv 7�� does not minimize
the cumulative error.

Example 3: Consider the network in Figure 1. Suppose
we are interested in computing weights for the aggregate
10.1.0.0/21 that covers all the subnets in Area 0.0.0.3. If
each border router chose the maximum distance to a subnet in
10.1.0.0/21 as the weight for it, � � would assign 10.1.0.0/21 a
weight of 1100 (distance of �$� from 10.1.6.0/24) and �
 would
assign to 10.1.0.0/21 a weight of 1250 (distance between �$
and 10.1.6.0/24). Consequently, both subnets 10.1.16.0/24 and
10.1.8.0/24 select the path through ABR � � to access the subnets
in 10.1.0.0/21 which has a cumulative error of

�¦2¬�Ð�®��2�ý����¦���2?)����A�y=������
(for 10.1.16.0/24) and

��2@���å��2@þ������Ï��2F�������.�"�)����
(for 10.1.8.0/24). In contrast, assigning weights 1000 and

500 to 10.1.0.0/21 at ABRs � � and �  , respectively, causes the
selected paths to be through �� which results in much smaller cu-
mulative errors of

�#2?��=����C�A�-2��C�A�-2«�x����G����
(for 10.1.16.0/24)

and
�x24�������.�6�x2ÿ���'�x2ÿ�&�Q�������

(for 10.1.8.0/24). 1

Choosing } 3 � 7¦� �ü © ü ¡ ¤ � © r`sBt 3 �«u:v 7 yields somewhat better
results because intuitively this is more representative of the dis-
tance between � and subnets in I than �Ïú�û ¤ � © � rhsBt 3 ��u:v 7�� . As
a matter of fact, setting } 3 � 7 to be the average distance of � to
subnets in I can be shown to minimize the cumulative error for
the weight selection problem.

In the following subsections, we first show that selecting} 3 � 7�� �ü © ü ¡ ¤ � © r`s:t 3 ��uBv 7 results in the minimum cumulative
error and is a solution to the weight selection problem. However,
the generalized weight selection problem that involves minimiz-
ing the product of the cumulative error of selected paths and
their degrees of importance is an J;K -hard problem [5]. Conse-
quently, we present search-based heuristics to solve the general-
ized weight selection problem.

A. Problem Formulation

In this subsection, we simplify some of the notation and in-
troduce some new terminology that we need in order to ad-
dress the weight selection problem which is: for an aggre-
gate I�P0� O , compute a weight assignment function } such
that ¡ ¢ ��¥ £ ¤ � © 3 r`sBt 3 s�uBv�u � I � u�} 7½% r`s:t 3 s�u:v 7B7 is minimum. For
each source s , the selected paths to subnets covered by I
is through the ABR � P q O for which r`sBt 3 s�u�� 7 � } 3 � 7
is minimum (among all the ABRs). We denote the ABR
selected for source s by q 3 s�u�} 7 . Note that for v P I ,rhsBt 3 s�u:v�u � I � u�} 79� rhsBt 3 s�uBq 3 s�u�} 7B7�� r`sBt 3 q 3 s�u�} 7 u:v 7 . Fur-
ther, suppose � 3 s�u�� 7 denotes the error in the selected paths to
subnets in I if ABR � is selected for source s . Thus, �

3 s�u�� 7��¡ ¤ � © rhsBt 3 s�u�� 7¬� rhsBt 3 ��u:v 7�% r`s:t 3 s�u:v 7 . Then, � 3 s�uBq 3 s�u�} 7B7��¡Q¤ � © rhsBt 3 s�uBv�u � I � u�} 7¦% r`s:t 3 s�u:v 7 , and thus the weight selec-
tion problem becomes that of computing a weight assignment} such that ¡ ¢ ��¥ � 3 s�u�q 3 s�u�} 7:7 is minimum.

The above problem formulation is for minimizing the cumu-
lative error. If we wish to minimize the maximum error, then
� 3 s�u�� 7�� �Ïú«û ¤ � © � r`sBt 3 s�u�� 7�� rhsBt 3 ��uBv 7A% rhsBt 3 s�u:v 7�� and the
weight assignment } must be such that �Ïú«û ¢ ��¥ � 3 s�u�q 3 s�u�} 7:7
is minimum.

B. Weight Selection Problem (Cumulative Error)

For the cumulative error case, it can be shown that choosing} 3 � 7 to be the average distance of � to subnets in I minimizes
the cumulative error in the selected paths between sources and
destination subnets in I .

Theorem 3: The weight assignment function } which as-
signs a weight } 3 � 7/� �ü © ü ¡ ¤ � © r`s:t 3 ��uBv 7 to ABR � results in
the minimum value for ¡,¢ ��¥ � 3 s�uBq 3 s�u�} 7B7 .
Proof: Suppose the weight assignment function } assigns a
weight } 3 � 7+� �ü © ü ¡ ¤ � © rhsBt 3 ��uBv 7 to ABR � . For each sources , rhsBt 3 s�uBq 3 s�u�} 7B7/� } 3 q 3 s�u�} 7:7 is less than or equal torhsBt 3 s�u�� 74� } 3 � 7 for all ABRs � . Thus, first expanding }
and then multiplying by constant Î I¬Î and subtracting constant¡ ¤ � © rhsBt 3 s�uBv 7 from both sides, we get ¡ ¤ � © rhsBt 3 s�uBq 3 s�u�} 7B7$�rhsBt 3 q 3 s�u�} 7 uBv 7 % rhsBt 3 s�u:v 7 Ë ¡y¤ � © r`s:t 3 s�u�� 7�� rhsBt 3 ��u:v 7/%rhsBt 3 s�u:v 7 for all ABRs � . As a result, for every sources , � 3 s�u�q 3 s�u�} 7:7 Ë � 3 s�u�� 7 for all ABRs � and thus,¡ ¢ ��¥ � 3 s�u�q 3 s�u�} 7:7 is minimum for the weight assignment } .1
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C. Generalized Weight Selection Problem (Cumulative Error)

For the cumulative error case, � 3 s�u�� 7�� ¡ ¤ � © rhsBt 3 s�u�� 7.�rhsBt 3 ��uBv 7�% rhsBt 3 s�uBv 7 is closely related to the criterion for selecting
an ABR � for s which is that r`s:t 3 s�u�� 7�� } 3 � 7 is minimum (note
that ¡ ¤ � © rhsBt 3 s�u:v 7 is a constant). However, for the generalized
cumulative error case, � 3 s�u�� 7(� ¡ ¤ � ©  3 s�uBv 7.2å3 rhsBt 3 s�u�� 7.�rhsBt 3 ��uBv 7¬% rhsBt 3 s�uBv 7:7 and thus � 3 s�u�� 7 can be any arbitrary value
based on the value of  3 s�u:v 7 . This fact that � 3 s�u�� 7 can be any
arbitrary value makes the problem of computing a weight as-
signment function } that minimizes ¡ ¢ ��¥ � 3 s�uBq 3 s�u�} 7B7 in-
tractable, as the following theorem demonstrates. The proof of
the theorem involves a rather complex reduction from 3-SAT
and, in the interest of space, has been ommitted from the paper.
Details of the proof, however, can be found in [4].

Theorem 4: For arbitrary values of � 3 s�u�� 7 and constant
²

,
determining if there exists a weight assignment function } for
which ¡Q¢ ��¥ � 3 s�u�q 3 s�u�} 7:7ÿË ² is J;K -hard.

A simple iterative greedy search heuristic can be used to com-
pute a weight assignment } that results in a low value for the
cumulative error. The basic idea is to start with a set

�
of

random weight assignments. Then, in each subsequent itera-
tion, for each } P �

, from a number of candidate modifi-
cations, the one that minimizes the cumulative error is greed-
ily chosen and applied to } . For a } P �

, each candidate
modification consists of adjusting the weight } 3 � 7 for a single
ABR �6P q O . Thus, for each weight assignment } , we are
interested in computing the ABR � and a weight � such that
setting } 3 � 7�� � (and leaving the weights for other ABRs
unchanged) results in the smallest value for the cumulative er-
ror ¡ ¢ � 3 s�u�q 3 s�u�} 7:7 . For Á sources and ¿ ABRs, this can
be computed in ø 3 ¿�Á 3����	� Á � ¿ 7B7 time as follows. First,
we compute for each ABR � , the weight � such that setting} 3 � 7+� � minimizes the error. Then, we choose from all the
(ABR, weight) pairs

3 ��u
� 7 the one that results in the minimum
error.

In order to compute the optimal weight � for an ABR � , we
first compute for every source s , the ABR z in qAO % � � � for whichrhsBt 3 s�uBz 7¬� } 3 z 7 is minimum (this can be achieved in ø 3 ¿�Á 7
steps). For the source s , let Æ 3 s 7�� rhsBt 3 s�uBz 7@� } 3 z 7�% rhsBt 3 s�u�� 7
and � 3 s 7<� � 3 s�uBz 7 . Suppose that Æ 3 s � 7 u$æ$æ�æ$uBÆ 3 s�� 7 are the values
for the sources in sorted (increasing) order (sorting the Á values
takes ø 3 Á ���� Á 7 steps). Also, let Æ 3 s ��� � 7x��� . Then, choos-
ing a value for } 3 � 7 , such that Æ 3 s$w Ê � 7�� } 3 � 7ÿË Æ 3 s�w 7 causes
the cumulative error to be ¡ w Ê �ì�� � � 3 s ì 7.� ¡ �ì� w � 3 s ì u�� 7 (since
ABR � is selected for sources s w u$æ$æ�æ$u�s � when } 3 � 7�Ë Æ 3 s w 7 ).
Thus, in a single pass over the sequence Æ 3 s � 7 u�æ$æ$æ�u:Æ 3 s�� 7 ,
the optimal weight Æ 3 s$w 7 for } 3 � 7 which minimizes the cu-
mulative error ¡ w Ê �ì� � � 3 s ì 7.� ¡ �ì�� w � 3 s ì u�� 7 can be computed.
Thus, the optimal weight for each ABR can be computed inø 3 Á 3����� Á � ¿ 7:7 steps and for all ABRs, in ø 3 ¿�Á 3����	� Á � ¿ 7:7
time.

To recap, the greedy heuristic, in each iteration, modifies each
weight assignment } P �

by setting } 3 � 7.� � , where ABR� and weight � result in the minimum error for } and are com-
puted as described above. It terminates the search computation
either after a fixed number of iterations or if the improvement
in cumulative error during an iteration due to modifying every

} P �
drops below an error threshold ¾ .

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Address aggregation within OSPF areas is critical for scala-
bility since it can result in significant reductions in routing ta-
ble sizes, smaller link-state databases and less network traffic
to synchronize the router link-state databases. However, ad-
dress aggregation can also lead to the selection of suboptimal
OSPF routing paths between source-destination subnet pairs that
span different areas. In this paper, we addressed the impor-
tant practical problem of configuring OSPF aggregates at Area
Border Routers (ABRs) to minimize the error in OSPF shortest
path computations due to subnet aggregation. We first devel-
oped an optimal dynamic programming algorithm that, given an
upper bound H on the number of aggregates to be advertised
by the ABRs and a weight-assignment function for the aggre-
gates, computes the H aggregates that result in the minimum cu-
mulative/maximum error in the shortest path computations for
all source-destination subnet pairs. Subsequently, we tackled
the problem of assigning weights to OSPF aggregates such that
the cumulative/maximum error in the computed shortest paths
is minimized. We showed that, while for certain special cases
(e.g., unweighted cumulative error) efficient optimal algorithms
for the weight-assignment problem can be devised, the general
problem itself is J;K -hard. We proposed a randomized search
strategy for the general case of weighted cumulative error. To
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to carry out a
systematic study of the algorithmic issues underlying the con-
figuration of OSPF aggregates and to propose efficient config-
uration algorithms that are provably optimal for many practical
scenarios.
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